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	Invention of Hysteria: Charcot and the Photographic Iconography of the Salpetriere, 9780262042154 (0262042150), MIT Press, 2003
In this classic of French cultural studies, Georges Didi-Huberman traces the intimate and reciprocal relationship between the disciplines of psychiatry and photography in the late nineteenth century. Focusing on the immense photographic output of the Salpetriere hospital, the notorious Parisian asylum for insane and incurable women, Didi-Huberman shows the crucial role played by photography in the invention of the category of hysteria. Under the direction of the medical teacher and clinician Jean-Martin Charcot, the inmates of Salpetriere identified as hysterics were methodically photographed, providing sceptical colleagues with visual proof of hysteria's specific form. These images, many of which appear in this book, provided the materials for the multivolume album Iconographie photographique de la Salpetriere. As Didi-Huberman shows, these photographs were far from simply objective documentation. The subjects were required to portray their hysterical "type" - they performed their own hysteria. Bribed by the special status they enjoyed in the purgatory of experimentation and threatened with transfer back to the inferno of the incurables, the women patiently posed for the photographs and submitted to presentations of hysterical attacks before the crowds that gathered for Charcot's "Tuesday Lectures." Charcot did not stop at voyeuristic observation. Through techniques such as hypnosis, electroshock therapy, and genital manipulation, he instigated the hysterical symptoms in his patients, eventually giving rise to hatred and resistance on their part. Didi-Huberman follows this path from complicity to antipathy in one of Charcot's favorite "cases," that of Augustine, whose image crops up again and again in the Iconographie. Augustine's virtuosic performance of hysteria ultimately became one of self-sacrifice, seen in pictures of ecstasy, crucifixion, and silent cries.
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The R Student CompanionRoutledge, 2012

	
		R is the amazing, free, open-access software package for scientific graphs and calculations used by scientists worldwide. The R Student Companion is a student-oriented manual describing how to use R in high school and college science and mathematics courses. Written for beginners in scientific computation, the book...



		

Electric Power Systems: A Conceptual Introduction (Wiley Survival Guides in Engineering and Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
A clear explanation of the technology for producing and delivering electricity
    

    Electric Power Systems explains and illustrates how the electric grid works in a clear, straightforward style that makes highly technical material accessible. It begins with a thorough discussion of the underlying physical...


		

Brilliant BlackBerry Apps For Dummies (For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback))For Dummies, 2010

	You’re no dummy, and neither am I. The tongue-in-cheek title of For Dummies used for this book franchise is one of the world’s most successful oxymorons, like military intelligence or boneless ribs. You are smart enough to pick up this book because you know there are gaps in your knowledge. The publisher was smart enough to pay me...





	

The Power of Impossible Thinking: Transform the Business of Your Life and the Life of Your BusinessWharton School Publishing, 2006

	50,000 copies sold, now in paperback... If you can think impossible thoughts, then you can do impossible things!! 

	
		The power of change: create new thinking for new solutions!
	
		Includes a new introduction demonstrating the "power of impossible thinking," plus access to exclusive book...



		

The Experience Effect: Engage Your Customers with a Consistent and Memorable Brand ExperienceAMACOM, 2010

	The decision to pay money for a product or service is often based on more than just the product or service itself. Consumers care deeply about the overall experience of the buying process: They respond to the marketing message, the advertising, the sales approach, the website, the interaction with company personnel, and more. When all these...


		

Portalizing Domino Applications for Websphere Portal (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2003
This Redbook describes how to integrate existing Domino applications into the IBM WebSphere Portal, shows some key concepts of portals and Domino application integration, and outlines some recognized design patterns for Domino application integration.

This IBM Redbook describes how to integrate existing Domino applications into the IBM...
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